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LNG:
•

Gazprom to start talks with Shell on Baltic LNG project.

•

Iran and Spain agree to deliver gas to Europe.

•

Flogas secures LNG contract with Engie.

•

Japan's LNG imports to drop by one-third to 62 mil mt/year by 2030.

•

$200b worth of Australian LNG projects 'probably not breaking even'.

Natural Gas:
•

Bolivia confirms new gas find at fields managed by Repsol-led consortium.

•

Egypt’s ‘supergiant’ gas discovery to improve its energy position.

•

New gas field discovered in Western Ukraine.

•

UK oil, gas output to rise for first time in 15 years.

•

Ankara says Turkish Stream talks with Russia now frozen.

•

Turkmenistan to start building TAPI pipeline in early December.

•

Cheap Russian gas tempts EU buyers as LNG import growth stalls.

•

Russia lowers gas prices for Armenia to $165 per 1,000 cubic meters.

•

Ukraine seeks further reduction of Russian gas price.

•

Israel agrees to expand Gaza power plant, supply natural gas.

CEDIGAZ LNG SERVICE
A COMPLETE DATA SERVICE FOR THE LNG ANALYST
The LNG Service provides the LNG analyst with all the data needed to follow the developments of the fast
moving LNG market. The LNG Service includes comprehensive, quarterly updated, worldwide databases on
liquefaction projects, regasification projects, long-term gas supply contracts and LNG trade between countries,
as well as monthly bulletins on traded volumes and prices. The company reports allow for an easy assessment
and benchmarking of the main players in the market and the CEDIGAZ LNG Outlook provides CEDIGAZ’s views on
medium and long-term LNG market perspectives.

FEATURES
DATABASES
 Liquefaction plants: More than 150 existing and planned liquefaction facilities. Quarterly update.
 Regasification terminals: More than 200 existing or planned regasification terminals in the world. Quarterly
update.
 Long-term Supply contracts: Includes over 200 sales/tolling contracts currently in force plus contracts with
projects under development. Quarterly update.
 LNG trade: annual LNG flows between exporting and exporting countries since 1970.
LNG MONTHLY BULLETIN
Monthly LNG import volumes and prices by country of origin for 19 countries representing 90% of the global
trade.
CEDIGAZ LNG OUTLOOK
CEDIGAZ’s medium and long-term perspectives on LNG supply and demand.
COMPANY REPORTS
A summary of the information of the LNG database by company.
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http://www.cedigaz.org/products/LNG%20Service/cedigaz-lng-service.aspx
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LNG
PRODUCTION
RUSSIA:
Gazprom to start talks with Shell on Baltic LNG project
Russian energy giant Gazprom and Royal Dutch Shell agreed to hold commercial talks on Baltic LNG project, Gazprom CEO
Alexey Miller said Monday.
Shell is Gazprom's strategic partner and the joint Sakhalin-2 project is the most effective LNG plant in the world, Miller added.
He expressed hope that Shell would be Gazprom's partner in the Baltic LNG project as well.
Baltic LNG project is a proposed LNG plant construction in Russia's Leningrad Region oriented at the European and Latin
American markets. The plant's capacity will be 10 million tons of LNG per year with the possibility of expansion up
to 15 million tons. According to Gazprom website, the plant is expected to begin production in late 2018.
(September 7, 2015)

09/08/2015
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TRANSPORT - DISTRIBUTION
INDIA:
Braving all odds, GAIL vows to implement LNG project
In its second coming, Gas Authority of India (GAIL) has vowed to implement the LNG pipeline project in Kerala at any cost.
But even though the situation remains highly conducive, geographical challenges in the state pose a major hurdle to the
company. In order to lay the 508km-long pipeline in the state, the company has to factor in 830 crossings, including
roads, water bodies and railway lines. Simply put, there are at least two hurdles every km, which is the highest
anywhere in the country. Out of these total crossings, GAIL pipeline has to cross 530 roads in Kerala, meaning that
the time lag will be huge.
Currently, the laying of the pipeline is under way in Palakkad and Kasargod districts and in other districts, including
Kozhikode and Malappuram--which had earlier witnessed opposition from the locals, where the work will resume soon. Plans
are afoot by the PSU major to clear the work in the October-May window which is the only feasible period in Kerala to carry
out such works.
Nonetheless, GAIL officials are pretty confident that they can surmount any hurdle since the whole-hearted support extended
by the state government of late has been a source of considerable encouragement.
“We have been instructed to continue the pipeline laying work under any circumstances.
The tender formalities will be finalised soon and the work will be in full swing soon. Now, the state government has given us the
assurance that the project will roll out at any cost.”
“The adversities we face now are Monsoon, numerous crossings and water-logging at Right of Use land sites.
But once the work becomes fully-fledged, there will be five contractors for every 100 km and each of them will employ around
100-150 workers. Hence, we are confident of completing the pipeline laying in a time-bound manner,” a top GAIL official told
Express.
In fact, the laying of the pipelines by GAIL, which would ferry natural gas from the LNG Terminal in Puthuvypeen to Karnataka,
had resumed after a two-year gap in June. On the resumption of GAIL pipeline project in Kerala, Chief Secretary(CS) Jiji
Thompson said that even though work in Kasargod has started, the project will not serve its purpose until and unless the
entire pipeline has been laid so as to link it with the National Natural Gas grid.
“We face major issues in Kasargod and Malappuram districts. After the completion of the local body polls we are hopeful of
resolving the problems there. The state government is quite keen on completing the project at the earliest,” the CS added.
(September 6, 2015)

09/07/2015
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IRAN - SPAIN:
Iran and Spain agree to deliver gas to Europe
With the beginning of a new round of talks on Iran’s oil, Iran and Spain reached agreement to export South Pars
gas to Europe through LNG shipping.
A top-ranked Spanish trade-economic delegation consisting of representatives and managers of 70 Spanish companies as well
as ministers of foreign affairs, energy and industry, and tourism are visiting Tehran.
Accordingly, representatives of Repsol, Spain's largest oil company are also accompanying this delegation to meet with the
managers of the National Iranian Oil Company.
Iran’s Oil Minister Znganeh in a joint meeting with Spain’s Industry, Energy and Tourism Minister Jose Manuel Soria
announced Iran’s readiness to implement Spanish gas import terminals (LNG) to set the ground for Iran to join Europe’s gas
market stating that the two countries will continue their talks on this issue.
Noting that the two countries are eager to bring about rapprochement after the removal of sanctions, Bijan Zanganeh asserted
that, “in the meeting we explained Iran’s facilities and programs for development of oil, gas, and petrochemical industries to the
Spanish companies and they expressed their interest to cooperate in these fields.”
“It was emphasized in the meeting that Iranian and Spanish companies should continue their relations and the Spanish
government needs to set the ground for the presence of their companies in Iran,” added Zanganeh.
Iranian official also reported on Iran’s offer to Spanish companies to construct oil industry equipment in Iran and underlined
that, “for the Spanish companies, Iran should not be the only target but they need to consider the whole region for export of
goods and products.” (September 7, 2015)

09/07/2015
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SUPPLIES - IMPORTS - EXPORTS
AUSTRALIA:
Australia is about to unleash an export boom big enough to raise its GDP
Australia is on the cusp of a liquified natural gas (LNG) export boom, with volumes set to increase to 85 million tonnes per
annum which will add around 0.6 percentage points to Australian GDP each year until 2018.
That’s the bullish call for Australia’s economy offered by Paul Bloxham, chief Australia and New Zealand economist at HSBC,
who believes that Australia will soon overtake Qatar as the largest exporter of LNG globally as a result of a ramp up in
production levels.
Bloxham notes that since 2009 there have been eight major LNG projects under construction across the country, costing more
than $220 billion to build – an enormous amount for an economy the size of Australia.
While the winding back of construction is contributing to the sharp decline in business capital expenditure seen in recent
quarters – dubbed the CAPEX “cliff” by some – with only one of these projects now complete, the economic drag created by
falling CAPEX spending looks set to be partially offset by surging LNG export volumes.
Essentially the mining boom is not over by any stretch of the imagination, it’s merely moving from the construction to
production stage. You have to build it before you can ship it, right?
The expected boost to Australian GDP from LNG export volumes is shown in the chart below.

Although falling energy prices will impact the profitability of many of these LNG projects short term, reducing overall income
levels, Bloxham points out that the ramp up in LNG production will still be GDP growth supportive given it is measured in
volume terms.
Here’s a snippet from a research note released by HSBC earlier this morning.
“The sharp fall in oil prices since mid-2014 is therefore likely to limit the short-term profitability of many of the projects.
Reduced profitability of the projects would weigh on corporate and state tax revenues. That is, GDP growth would still be
supported, but local income growth could be weaker. However, production is still expected to ramp up. This is partly because
these are highly-capital intensive projects with huge fixed costs, so reducing or cutting production only weighs even more
heavily on profitability. Besides, these projects have also been built with 30-50 year production horizons in mind. Weak shortterm profitability (or even losses) should not stop the ramp up in volumes on the assumption that, at some point, the plants
will be profitable”.
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“This is an important story that puts Australia in a different position to many other nations when it comes to trade,” states
Bloxham, adding that while “global trade remains weak, the ramp up in LNG production will almost certainly see Australia’s
export volumes grow strongly over the next 2-3 years.”
While others suggest that Australia could suffer a recession as a result of the end of the mining CAPEX boom, Bloxham is
“more positive” on the outlook for economic growth.

“Much of this positive view is due to the current upswing in the housing and services sectors, supported by low interest
rates and recent falls in thetes.
“The expected ramp up in LNG exports is another important element in the story that should not be forgotten.” (September 14,
2015

09/14/2
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UNITED KINGDOM:
Flogas secures LNG contract with Engie
Industrial gas supplier Flogas has secured a long-term supply deal with major liquefied natural gas (LNG) player
Engie, with delivery set to begin within weeks.
Engie will deliver 8,000 tonnes of LNG through the Isle of Grain terminal over the next 18 months where Flogas will use as
many as 400 trailers to transport the LNG to its industrial customers which are not connected to the gas grid, it said in a
statement.
Flogas is firmly established as a leader in the off-grid market, but last month announced plans to expand into the mains grid
market. The company said in early August that its move into mains gas fits its strategy of “broadening our offer as the total
energy provider, and sits alongside our current portfolio of LPG, LNG, solar PV and biomass.”
Although this is the first retail LNG sales contract for the UK market, Engie already holds retail contracts for delivery into
French terminals Montoir and Fos Tonkin as well as Belgium’s Zeebrugge terminal.
The company did not disclose the value of the deal and a spokesperson was not immediately available for comment.
(September 15, 2015)

09/15/2015

PAKISTAN:
Government refuses to approve spot LNG purchase
As investigators and the regulator swing into action, the federal government has refused to give its stamp of
approval to spot purchase of liquefied natural gas (LNG) from Qatar and has also not endorsed the purchases
already made.
The Oil and Gas Regulatory Authority (Ogra) is now in a critical situation pertaining to the consumer price determination
following refusal of the federal government to accord ex-post facto approval to LNG imports from Qatar and its prices.
The National Accountability Bureau (NAB) has started investigation into LNG imports from Qatar on spot-purchase basis.
Pakistan and Qatar have not yet signed any LNG supply deal in a government-to-government arrangement, which will bring gas
without inviting tenders, but Pakistan State Oil (PSO) has bought the vital fuel from Qatargas in the spot market.
In the first phase, NAB started a probe into the LNG terminal deal and in the next phase its focus has shifted to the purchase
of six LNG cargoes by PSO and its sale to consumers. Ogra had also refused to determine the LNG price because of
questions raised over its spot purchase.
The Public Procurement Regulatory Authority (PPRA) rules say due process involving multiple potential suppliers must be
followed. In other words, any procurement based on a single direct source is a violation of the PPRA law. (September 9, 2015)

09/09/2015
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JAPAN:
Japan's LNG imports to drop by one-third to 62 mil mt/year by 2030
Japan's LNG imports are expected to fall to 62 million mt/year by 2030 from 90 million mt/year currently as the country tries to
cut its reliance on fossil fuels from 90% of its energy mix to 75%, the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry said
Wednesday.
But that will still leave Japan as the world's largest LNG importer, Satoshi Kusakabe, commissioner of METI's Natural
Resources and Energy Agency, told the LNG Producer-Consumer Conference in Tokyo.
Kusakabe said the ongoing deregulation in the domestic gas and electricity markets will create a competitive energy market in
Japan, making LNG buyers more nimble to act on consumers demand and pricing.
"We are expecting this will accelerate changes in the way they procure LNG, will lead to more alliances not only between
Japanese companies but tie-ups with foreign firms," Kusakabe said.
He called for cooperation between governments as well as between LNG consumers and producers to promote security and
steady supply of LNG.
He stressed the need for flexibility in LNG contracts such as destination clauses, which restrict the destination of LNG cargo
deliveries.
"Easing the destination clause, increasing market liquidity and spot trades and having more LNG players are all key for the
development of the LNG market," he said.
Earlier this year, Japan announced the country's energy mix targets for fiscal 2030-31 (April-March): LNG at 18%, down from
25% in fiscal year 2013-14, and nuclear at 10%-11%. (September 15, 2015)

09/16/2015

LITHUANIA - ISRAEL:
Lithuania and Israel discuss LNG imports
On his recent visit to Israel, Lithuania’s Prime Minister, Algirdas Butkevicius, met with Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu to
discuss economic relations and the possibility of new cooperation in the field of energy.
LNG imports from Israel formed a key part of this discussion. Israel recently discovered large quantities of natural gas, and
plans to start its production in 2016.
Mr Butkevicius emphasised Lithuania’s importance as a gateway to the EU market: “We happen to be among the leading
Baltic transport hubs, besides, our country is crossed by two international transport corridors – East-West and North-South.
They lead to both Western as well as Eastern European markets, which makes us an attractive transit country with excellent
logistics infrastructure.” (September 10, 2015)

09/11/2015
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PAKISTAN:
National kitty suffers billions in losses due to expensive LNG import
Pakistan Today Editor Arif Nizami on Monday revealed that the national exchequer suffered a loss of billions of rupees
because of the government’s expensive import of Liquefied Nitrogen Gas (LNG) from Qatar through spot buying.
Speaking in his talkshow DNA on Channel 24, Nizami said that Engro installed a terminal for converting liquid LNG into gas at
Port Qasim despite criticism. He said that after conversion of LNG, the gas is supplied through the SSGPL system to the
Qadirpur Gas Fields from where it is further distributed to Punjab by SNGPL.
“The government first forced PSO to take responsibility for LNG but it refused. Consequently the entire PSO management was
sacked. Later the government appointed Shahid Islam as PSO MD and made him agree into buying the LNG but PSO said
that it would only do so if SSGPL picks up the gas consignments.
“Engro set up the terminal at a cost of $156 million which is expected to recover its cost in one and half years – the expected
profit in 15 years is estimated at $1.8 billion. The price for gasification of LNG was set at $1.5 per mmbtu and processing
charges were set at $1.5 per mmbtu whereas the processing fee is 50 cents across the world. Engro will be paid $273,000
every day by PSO regardless of the supply of LNG from Qatar.”
He said that the National Transmission and Dispatch Company Limited had written a letter to the government stating that
running the plant on furnace oil was more feasible than operating it on LNG. “Even PSO wrote a letter to the DG Petroleum
Ministry saying that pricing of LNG was on the higher side as compared with furnace oil,” he added.
Nizami said that the government had erred by buying expensive gas even though oil prices were decreasing globally and
furnace oil would have been a better option.
“After PSO showed reluctance in bearing the cost of the overpriced LNG, the government sought to burden the SNGPL with the
rising circular debt which was resisted by Arif Hameed, the recently sacked MD of the gas entity,” he said. (September 8,
2015)

09/10/2015

ASIA:
Pavilion Energy to start small-scale LNG business in South-east Asia
PAVILION Energy plans to start small-scale liquefied natural gas (LNG) solutions in South-east Asia, and has already started
discussions with several partners in markets such as Indonesia and the Philippines.
Its CEO Seah Moon Ming said this at the 7th LNG Asia Pacific Summit on Tuesday as he outlined a trend towards smallscale LNG solutions in recent years.
In the past five years, 65 per cent of all contracts were signed for volumes below one million tonnes a year, and some
European terminals have started to offer LNG bunkering, truck loading, re-exports and small-scale services, he said.
In South-east Asia, which has many small and remote islands with inhabitants requiring power, it makes sense to use small
vessels of 10,000 cubic metres in capacity - carrying about 0.05-0.5 million tonnes a year of LNG - to make deliveries across
various locations.
Since its launch in 2013, Pavilion Energy, a unit of Temasek Holdings, has taken a stake in gas fields in Tanzania, secured
LNG supply from the US and also signed various portfolio LNG supply contracts. (September 9, 2015)

09/09/2015
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CANADA:
Repsol wins approval from Canadian regulators to export LNG
Repsol has received approval from Canadian regulators to begin exporting liquefied natural gas (LNG) from its Canaport import
facility.
The National Energy Board of Canada granted a 25-year permit to import as much as 312 billion cubic feet of natural gas per
year by pipeline from the US and western Canada.
It will then be converted to six million metric tons of LNG at a new on-site facility.
The project is one of four LNG export terminals proposed in Canada aimed at shipping North American natural gas to markets
overseas.
Canada’s energy regulator has acknowledged the deluge of recent applications but also indicated it was unlikely all would
survive.
In its proposal, Repsol downplayed concerns about supply, saying it was “evaluating the prospects of sourcing feed gas supply
from Western Canada and/or the United States.”
But only one pipeline, Spectra’s Maritimes & Northeast (M&NP), currently connects the region with the vast Marcellus shale
gas deposit beneath Pennsylvania, Ohio and West Virginia.
Recent proposals to build pipelines through the US Northeast have met resistance from local environmentalists.
Canaport was built in 2009 to supply the Canadian and US markets, but the shale boom in the United States has since left it
underused. (September 14, 2015)

09/14/2015
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PRICE
AUSTRALIA:
$200b worth of Australian LNG projects 'probably not breaking even'
Six liquefied natural gas projects under construction at a cost of $200 billion will struggle to break even because of
the oil price slump, the International Energy Agency said, and there is little prospect of three in the planning stage
going ahead.
The agency said even if oil prices recovered and averaged $US60 a barrel for the next few years, Australia's LNG industry –
one of the world's biggest – will struggle to be profitable.
"In a $US60 oil environment the Australian projects will continue, but you are probably not breaking even," the IEA's senior gas
expert, Costanza Jacazio, said in an interview from Paris. "Will anything else in Australia proceed beyond this next portion of
projects? I think in this environment it is very unlikely."
The warning by the agency, the OECD's adviser on energy, highlights the danger to foreign companies of investing in
Australia's high-cost economy.
Singapore-based energy forecaster Fereidun Fesharaki said the economics of the planned LNG projects in Australia are a
"tragedy" due in part to over-optimistic expectations that Asian buyers would continue to pay historically high prices.
"I am looking at oil to average a maximum of $US75 a barrel over the next decade, and even then they just won't get a rate of
return to justify the investment," said Dr Fesharaki, a former energy adviser to the prime minister of Iran who has close links
with Asian LNG buyers.
While most Australian LNG supplied into Asia is locked into long-term contracts, the deals are directly indexed against crude
oil prices, meaning a change in oil prices hits LNG prices three to six months later.
Brent crude oil prices, a benchmark for Asian LNG prices, have fallen to US$50 a barrel from $US105 a barrel a year ago.
While the prices underpinning LNG contracts are not disclosed by the gas producers, the current LNG spot price for north-east
Asia is $US7.50 ($10.85) per million British thermal units, down from $US20 in last February.
"We will see major projects brought to market over the next twelve months," said Malcolm Roberts, chief executive of the gas
industry's trade group, APPEA. "These projects will generate much-needed cash and put Australia in a strong position to take
advantage of the forecast recovery in global demand for LNG."
The projects not expected to proceed include Woodside Petroleum's Browse floating project and its Sunrise venture in the
Timor Sea and ExxonMobil and BHP Billiton's Scarborough project off Western Australia. The IEA also doubts any existing
LNG projects in Australia will receive the green light to expand this decade. (September 7, 2015)

09/07/2015
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USE FOR POWER GENERATION
INDIA:
Bidding starts for imported LNG subsidy; 16 power companies in fray
As many as 16 power companies including NTPC, GMR and GVK today began bidding to get government subsidy
support to buy imported LNG for restarting their stranded electricity generating stations.
For the auction of subsidy support, 16 bidders have been technically qualified, sources said.
Power producers bidding for the lowest subsidy support, will get the first right over the fuel.
The auction started at a base price of Rs 1.45 per unit.
"The plant load factor (PLF) for SGP will come at 35 per cent which can go up to 50 per cent in the increment of 2.5 per cent
per round," the source said.
The auction for plants receiving Domestic Gas (DGP) will be held tomorrow and "11 bids have been technically qualified for it".
According to sources GMR, GVK, NTPC and Lanco were among the companies that had submitted bids earlier this month to
be qualified for the second phase of auction of financial assistance of Rs 2,600 crore under Power System Development Fund
set up by the government.
"The maximum bidding price under the reverse auction has been fixed at Rs 4.7 per unit for stranded gas based plant (SGP)
and Rs 3.39 per unit for domestic gas plants (DGP)," the source had earlier said, adding that the firms will bid for a total of 15
Million Metric Standard Cubic Meter Per Day (MMSCMD).
Power Ministry had invited technical bids to undertake the reverse auction of the PSDF support to eligible gas-based power
plants for a period from October 1, 2015 to March 31, 2016, as per the tender.
Under the plan, liquefied natural gas (LNG) will be imported and cash-strapped state power distribution companies will be
financially supported to buy electricity from them.
Power plants rarely use costly imported LNG as electricity produced from the fuel would cost much more than that from a
domestic coal-fuelled plant or a domestic gas-fired plant, and there would be no takers for such expensive power.
In the first round, 15 projects were shortlisted through a so-called reverse e-bidding process for supply of electricity to
distribution companies that was conducted by state-owned MSTC Ltd.
The successful bidders will be given Letter of Award on September 17.
In the May auction, subsidy support helped revive a cumulative gas-based generation capacity of 10,270 MW resulting in
generation of additional 5.70 billion (bn) units of electricity during June to September summer.
In the first round, government provided a subsidy support of Rs 843.99 crore from the Power System Development Fund to the
discoms.
Earlier in May, government revived 10 stranded gas-based power projects under the PSDF scheme.
These plants had successfully bid through reverse e-auction process for generating 5.05 bn units of electricity which will be
supplied at or below Rs 4.70 per unit to the purchaser discom during the peak summer months of June 1, 2015 to September
30, 2015, the Power Ministry had earlier said in the release.
Further, this involved the government support of Rs 843.99 crore from the Power System Development Fund to the discoms.
The reverse e-auction for the stranded gas based plants was conducted under the newly approved scheme for utilisation of
stranded gas based generation capacity. (September 15, 2015)

09/15/2015
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NATURAL GAS
EXPLORATION
BOLIVIA:
Bolivia confirms new gas find at fields managed by Repsol-led consortium
President Evo Morales on Tuesday confirmed the discovery of new natural gas reserves at two adjacent fields in southern
Bolivia that are managed by a consortium led by Spanish oil major Repsol.
The Margarita and Huacaya fields are located in the Caipipendi block, in which Repsol and Britain's BG Group each has a 37.5
percent stake and Anglo-Argentine oil company Pan American Energy holds a 25 percent interest.
The new gas reserves are located at a depth of 6,000 meters (19,670 feet) in geological formations that Repsol calls H3 and
H1C, although studies must be conducted to determine their production potential, the dailies La Razon and Correo del Sur
reported.
Caipipendi, Repsol's main natural gas-production project in Bolivia, yields around 18 million cubic meters (634.4 million cubic
feet) per day of that fossil fuel for export to Brazil and Argentina and for domestic consumption.
The latest study of Bolivia's proven natural gas reserves, published in 2014, showed they amounted to 10.45 trillion cubic feet,
sufficient to last until 2023 at the current rate of consumption. (September 15, 2015)

09/16/2015
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EGYPT:
Egypt’s ‘supergiant’ gas discovery to improve its energy position
Egypt’s supergiant natural gas discovery has the potential to improve its energy position and will contribute more broadly to its
economy, an official from the International Monetary Fund (IMF) said Friday.
Eni SpA announced last Sunday it had discovered a "supergiant" natural gas field off Egypt, describing it as the "largest-ever"
found in the Mediterranean Sea.
Eni further said the discovery — made in its Zohr prospect "in the deep waters of Egypt" — could hold a potential 30 trillion
cubic feet of gas over an area of 100 square kilometers (38.6 square miles).
"Zohr is the largest gas discovery ever made in Egypt and in the Mediterranean Sea and could become one of the world's
largest natural gas finds," Eni said in a statement. "The discovery, after its full development, will be able to ensure satisfying
Egypt's natural gas demand for decades."
The discovery well is 190 kilometers (about 120 miles) from the Egyptian coast, and is at a depth of 1,450 meters (4,757 feet)
in the Shorouk Block, the company said. The block is about 107 kilometers (66 miles) from Port Said.
“Basically, our view is that the discovery of a major gas deposit has the potential to improve Egypt’s energy position and to
contribute to its economy more broadly,” said William Murray, Deputy Head of the IMF’s Communications Department, during
a weekly press briefing posted on the IMF website.
Murray further stated that limited information about the find and its exploitation at this stage makes it difficult for the fund to
assess the ultimate impact.
Meanwhile, the upcoming Mission Chief for Egypt visit to Cairo later this month for a regular follow-up will give “us (IMF) a
chance to explore this matter more actively,” Murray added.
An IMF mission is scheduled to visit Cairo in the middle of September, to discuss latest economic developments with top
government officials, MENA quoted IMF’s Egypt Mission Chief, Chris Jarvis Thursday.
The IMF mission was scheduled to visit Egypt in June, but it was postponed to the end of the summer. The visit is a part of the
fund’s periodical follow-up operation on the new data of the Egyptian economy. (September 5, 2015)

09/07/2015

UKRAINE:
New gas field discovered in Western Ukraine
A new Lyutnyanske gas field was discovered by PJSC Ukrgazvydobuvannya during geological exploration in Velyke Berezne
district of Zakarpattia region, near the village of Tykhiy, according to Ukrgazvydobuvannya website.
"We saw a commercially feasible gas flow while drilling and testing of exploration well No2. The daily production rate was at
58,000 cubic meters," said the statement.
It is noted that according to preliminary expert estimates of Ukraine’s Scientific Research Institute of Gas, forecasted gas
resources of the deposit amount to 2.4 billion cubic meters.
"The initial gas reserves of the open borehole deposits amounted to 390 million cubic meters," reads the statement.
In order to estimate the reserves of the new gas field, Ukrgazvydobuvannya plans to drill several exploration wells. (September
11, 2015)

09/11/2015
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UNITED STATES:
Obama to offer 40Mln acres off US coast for oil, gas exploration
The Obama administration plans to lease 40 million acres off of the US states of Louisiana, Mississippi and Alabama for oil
and gas exploration as well as all other unleased areas in the Central and Eastern Gulf of Mexico, the Bureau of Ocean
Energy Management (BOEM) announced in a statement on Friday.
"As one of the most productive basins in the world, the Gulf of Mexico is a cornerstone of our domestic energy
portfolio, offering vital oil and gas resources that further economic growth and continue to reduce our dependence on
foreign oil," BOEM Director Abigail Ross Hopper said.
She explained that the lease sale is "another important step in promoting responsible domestic energy production
through the safe, environmentally sound development of the Nation’s offshore energy resources, while ensuring a fair
return to the American people."
BOEM predicts the proposed Gulf of Mexico Central Planning Area (CPA) lease sale 241 could produce 460 to 894 million
barrels of oil and 1.9 to 3.9 trillion cubic feet of natural gas. The sale would include about 7,919 blocks covering 42.1 million
acres.
The proposed Eastern Planning Area (EPA) lease sale 226 will offer will produce about 71 million barrels of oil and 162 billion
cubic feet of natural gas, according to BOEM. The sale would include 175 blocks and cover 595,475 acres.
The CPA Sale 241 and EPA Sale 226 are scheduled to take place in March 2016 in New Orleans. They would be ninth and
tenth offshore sales under the Obama administration’s Outer Continental Shelf Oil and Gas Leasing Program for 2012-2017.
The next sale, BOEM also predicts, will grow to offer more than 60 million acres and a net worth of some $3 billion for US
taxpayers. (September 11, 2015)

09/14/2015
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PRODUCTION
EGYPT:
Developing Mediterranean gas finding can double Egypt’s production by 2018
Developing a newly-discovered Egyptian natural gas field in the Mediterranean Sea to totally meet domestic demand could
almost double the country’s production by 2018, an economic research center has said.
Italian petroleum giant ENI said a week ago it made the biggest natural gas discovery in the world, finding 20 tcf of natural
gas reserves at the Zohr field. It said the finding could cover Egypt's demand for decades to come.
If all of the extracted gas is consumed domestically for households, electricity plants and industrial use, Egypt’s gas
production will almost double in 2018, said a report by the Egyptian Center for Economic Studies. It said in that case,
Egypt will add an average 2,8 bcf daily.
Such a boom will make Egypt “ able to reduce significantly the expected daily deficit of 3 bcf of natural gas in
2018”, said the report, adding that it will also help address the current energy bill deficit of LE1,7 billion and ensure
growth rates of 6% by fiscal year 2018\2019.
But if the government decides to export part of the extracted gas, it will, then, resort to diversifying energy resources for
domestic demand besides gas. “Egypt’s electricity mix includes imported electricity, coal used mainly by heavy industries and
natural gas used by households and renewable energy sources”, the report explains.
That, the center said that exporting 29% of the extracted gas while reserving the rest for domestic demand would regain Egypt
its position as “a net gas exporter”, “strengthen the Egyptian pound” and increase international reserves on the long run.
(September 7, 2015)
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EGYPT:
Eni eyes 2017 for Egypt gas field
Eni looks to start production two years before the target for Israel's largest gas field
Shares of Delek Group and its oil- and gas-exploring units slid in Tel Aviv after Eni said it was seeking to start production
from a large Egyptian gas find as soon as 2017, two years before the target for Leviathan, Israel’s largest field.
Delek Group shares declined 4.2 per cent to 899 shekels, the lowest since January 2013 at the close in Tel Aviv, leading the
TA-25 Index 0.6 per cent lower. The stock has declined 14 perc ent since 30 August when Eni said it found a “super giant”
natural gas field, the biggest in the Mediterranean, off the Egyptian coast.
The gap between the upper and lower Bollinger bands of Delek shares has widened to the most in three years, with the price
graph hovering near the lower end. That signals declines in the stock could accelerate with greater price swings.
On 9 September, Eni’s Chief Executive Officer Claudio Descalzi said that the company plans to fast-track
development in Egypt, starting production in 2017, while the Israeli government struggles to approve a policy for its
nascent natural gas industry.
“This casts even more doubt on the export potential to Egypt,” Noam Pincu, an analyst at Psagot Investment House in Tel
Aviv, said by phone.
Noble Energy, a partner in Israel’s fields, said on 7 September that if all government approvals are obtained, Leviathan could go
online in 2019 at the earliest. Companies developing Israeli gas fields have been planning to export the fuel to Egypt and the
region, including Jordan and the Palestinian territories. (September 10, 2015)
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ISRAEL:
Israel approves gas pipeline route to Jordan
Israel’s national planning and construction committee on Tuesday approved the route of pipeline that will carry gas to Jordan,
the Finance Ministry said.
The 15.5 kilometer pipeline will run near the southern end of the Dead Sea.
Earlier this year Jordan agreed to import gas for 15 years from Israel's Leviathan offshore natural gas field that has still to go on
line.
Jordan has been facing rising energy bills due to stoppage of gas supplies from Egypt. The country has been forced to use
more expensive heavy fuel and diesel for power generation.
Egypt gas supplies have stopped, having been falling sharply since sabotage attacks on the network in Egypt's Sinai region
since 2011 and bottlenecks in the country's own domestic market. (September 8, 2015)
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UKRAINE:
Nord Stream-2 jeopardizes EU gas supplies
The second stage of the Nord Stream gas pipeline that major European gas companies have agreed to build jointly with
Gazprom is not only a blow to the interests of Ukraine and Slovakia, but increases the EU's reliance on Russia, Naftogaz
Ukrainy CEO Andriy Kobolev said.
"Abundant pipelines mean choice and choice is good, not for European consumers but for Russia. If these gas pipelines are
built, Russia will decide where, to whom and on what political terms gas is supplied," a Naftogaz spokesman said, citing
Kobolev's comments in Bratislava.
"Europe must make a decisive stand in defense of its interests and not allow construction of new routes controlled by
Gazprom. The traditional route through Ukraine and Slovakia is a direct, high capacity, supply route to Europe that is not
controlled by Gazprom," he said.
Six companies are participating in the Nord Stream-2 consortium: Gazprom, E.ON, BASF/Wintershall, OMV, Engie and Shell.
The project stipulates construction of two lines of a pipeline with capacity to ship 55 billion cubic meters a year from Russia to
German across the Baltic Sea. (September 11, 2015)
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THAILAND:
PTT constricts gas pipeline investment
National oil and gas conglomerate PTT Plc has trimmed the cost of its fifth gas pipeline network by almost 7% to 96.5 billion
baht in a bid to match the smaller gas supply side.
Energy Minister Anantaporn Kanjanarat yesterday said the Energy Policy Administration Committee (EPAC) approved PTT's
request to cut its investment costs thanks to a new supply of liquefied natural gas.
The project was redesigned to reduce the size of the pipeline to 42 inches diameter from 48 inches and terminate the
compressor unit from the plan. The length of the pipeline route remains unchanged at 435 kilometres.
Construction of the pipeline is due to start in the second half of this year, with commercial operation slated for 2021. The fifth
gas pipeline network will run from Rayong province to north of Ayutthaya's Wang Noi district and turn west to terminate in
Ratchaburi province.
Gas demand has risen to more than 5 billion cubic feet per day since February, and additional gas supply will be from
imported LNG. The revision is part of PTT's cut of its five-year capital expenditure to 300 billion baht from 326 billion. PTT also
planned to develop a floating storage regasification unit and its third LNG receiving terminal. That plan is undergoing a
feasibility study. (September 8, 2015)
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RUSSIA - GERMANY:
Russia-Europe gas pipeline extension deal signed
A shareholder agreement for a gas pipeline to be extended from Russia to Germany via the Baltic Sea has been signed.
Gazprom, Royal Dutch Shell, E.ON, BASF, ENGIE and OMV agreed on the amount of shares they will own in the Nord
Stream II project.
The Russian gas giant has the biggest stake (51%) in the project while the rest own 10% each apart from ENGIE, which owns
9%.
The Nord Stream II project will consist of two additional pipelines that could transport up to 55 billion cubic meters of gas.
It will be developed by joint venture project firm New European Pipeline AG.
Alexey Miller, CEO of Gazprom said: “Nord Stream II will double the throughput of our up-to-date non-transit route via the Baltic
Sea. It is important that those are the new gas volumes, which will be sought for in Europe due to the continuous decline in its
domestic production.
“The fact that the global energy majors participate in the project bespeaks its significance for securing reliable gas supply to
European consumers.” (September 7, 2015)
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TURKEY - RUSSIA:
Turkish Stream postponed because of Russia, not Turkey
Nearly 10 months ago, on Dec. 1, 2014, Russian President Vladimir Putin surprised the world with the announcement of the
cancellation of the South Stream Project, a pipeline to be constructed under the Black Sea and through Bulgaria to supply
some 64 bcm natural gas to European countries. Instead of this project, he announced an agreement with Turkey on the
construction of a new pipeline, this time via Turkey and Greece, to carry Russian gas to the European continent.
Putin’s move came after the European Union refused to give a green light to the South Stream Project mainly because of
political reasons sparked after Russia’s annexation of Crimea and its continued pressure on Ukraine. One of the first
consequences of this new Cold War between Russia and the Western bloc was the cancellation of the South Stream Project
in which Gazprom had already invested some $5 billion.
The United States and the EU had imposed significant sanctions on Russia since its annexation of Crimea, and there was no
way to realize another pipeline project from Russia to Europe under these circumstances. Then came the idea of proposing to
Turkey the construction of a new pipeline that would bypass Ukraine and EU regulations. In return, Russia offered a discount in
the price of gas it was selling to Turkey.
Months-long discussions have not yielded a result, as the two countries have not been able to agree on the terms of the
pipeline project as well as on the amount of the discount. As this column suggested a couple of months ago, Turkey’s
reluctance in moving forward on the project has proven itself, as Russian pressure for the immediate conclusion of the
agreement was rebuffed.
Finally, it was Gazprom Deputy CEO Alexander Medvedev who admitted the postponement of the project on Sept. 14. But
Medvedev blamed the political crisis in Turkey for the postponement of the project without noting the global tension between
his country and the Western bloc since the beginning of the Ukrainian crisis.
Russia had sent its draft agreement in late June to solicit Turkey’s opinion and therefore take a seat around the table to
finalize the agreement.
Turkey was under heavy pressure from both the U.S. and the EU, as well as its regional partners, Azerbaijan and other energysource countries, to not sign this agreement. Although some in the government believed that this pipeline project would aid
Turkey in its ambitions to become a regional energy hub, those in the Foreign Ministry were more cautious as such a move
would kill the country’s objectives of attracting Iraqi, Iranian, Turkmen and more Azeri natural gas to Turkey.
The demand in Europe is not increasing to the extent that all these source countries can make contracts to supply gas to
European markets, meaning all of their plans to open up the world would die if Turkish Stream were realized.
It should be noted that there are significant efforts to facilitate a deal between Azerbaijan and Turkmenistan to allow the latter’s
reserve flow through Azeri pipelines to Europe via Turkey. Turkey recently initiated a tri-partite summit to discuss regional
issues, as well as energy cooperation, an effort in line with the EU and U.S. goals.
Therefore, the primary reason for the Turkish reluctance is that Turkish Stream would make the realization of other regional
future projects that envisage Turkey as their main route next to impossible. Turkish Stream would not only jeopardize Turkey’s
energy cooperation with source countries in its immediate neighborhood but would also deliver the wrong signals to the rest of
the world as well – particularly on the eve of the G-20 summit where the Russian crisis will be discussed under Turkey’s
presidency in Antalya in mid-November.
As can be seen, the real reason for the postponement of Turkish Stream is not the Turkish political crisis but the crisis Russia
is causing in the entire region. A country that uses its natural resources as a weapon against its neighbors cannot be counted
as a credible and respected partner. (September 15, 2015)
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TURKMENISTAN:
Turkmenistan to start building TAPI pipeline in early December
Turkmenistan will start building a $10 billion natural gas pipeline to Pakistan and India via Afghanistan in early December, a
Turkmen government official told Reuters on Tuesday.
The Turkmen stretch of the TAPI pipeline, named after the countries it is designed to cross, will be built by a Turkmen state
company with experience in building oil and gas pipelines, the official said on condition of anonymity.
State gas monopoly Turkmengas, selected in August to lead the TAPI consortium, will be joined by international energy
companies "at a later stage", the official said. He gave no further details. (September 15, 2015)
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SUPPLIES - IMPORTS - EXPORTS
BULGARIA:
Bulgaria eyeing Iran and Russia
Bulgaria's natural gas strategy over the past few years experienced impressive transformations from overly relying on Gazprom
for a project such as South Stream, to outright hostility against Russia. As of late, a new trend is emerging where Sofia is
eyeing Russia again, while also appearing to be settings its sights on Iranian gas supplies.
Bulgarian authorities have already leaked their intentions of resurrecting the Nabucco project to media, which will now be
centered on Iranian gas sources. The deals being made since 2013 between Bulgaria and Azerbaijan regarding gas quantities
to flow from Shah Deniz via the TANAP-TAP-IGB system of pipelines are not enough for the long-term and for a diversification
of the overall gas consumption in the country. Meanwhile, Bulgaria is exploring a wide range of collaboration with Azeri
SOCAR, having made clear its intention to attract investments from that company in the country. This includes underground
gas depot construction and natural gas filling stations for vehicles however it was not specified whether new quantities needed
will be sourced from Azerbaijan after all.
As such, the Iran option is fervently sought after and the Bulgarian embassy in Teheran has been in a steady round of
discussions with all major energy players in the country. It should be noted that the Iranian embargo is effectively still in place
and even if lifted soon, it will take at least a decade before a pipeline is in place towards Europe. This is only if Teheran
decides on the matter and if all major EU consumers back it both financially and politically.
Concurrently, it is no secret that the Middle East is in destabilization-mode including Turkey, the main transit route, being in a
minor domestic war with its Kurdish minority. Teheran also has a specific aim of establishing its "Shia axis" with Iraq, Syria
and Lebanon, thus creating a backlash from the Sunni Kingdoms in the Saudi Peninsula and Israel. It is highly unlikely that
the national gas strategy of Bulgaria can wait for long until these complexities are sorted out, if ever.
Sofia prepares to reconcile with Gazprom
Recently, Bulgarian Ambassador to Moscow, Boyko Kotzev, relayed to RIA Novosti that a possible deal could be made
between the two countries that will enable Bulgaria to become regional gas hub. Furthermore, Mr Kotzev noted that both
countries are considering options to deliver gas after the terminated South Stream project along with all officials are working
hard to find a solution. At the same time, Bulgarian Energy Minister Temenuzhka Petkova met with her Russian counterpart,
Alexander Novak, during the proceedings of the St Petersburg Economic Forum where a proposal was laid down to use
Russian gas in transit to Europe via Bulgaria so as to enact a new gas hub in the region.
The tone throughout Bulgarian media is gradually changing in favor of Russia as of late due to the assumption that eventually a
Nord Stream 2 pipeline will be established, thus rendering all options for Bulgaria to play any significant role in the EU gas
market. In addition the proposed Tesla Pipeline which may include Greece, FYROM, Serbia and Hungary has been seen as a
practical exclusion of Bulgaria from regional energy security developments, with further diplomatic ramifications as well.
All in all, it is only a matter of time before a high-level summit between Bulgaria and Russian stakeholders takes place to
confront with the issues. It should also be mentioned that an option has been reviewed in Moscow and Teheran is calling for an
extension and linkage between the Russia-Armenia and Iranian-Armenia gas transmission systems and eventual export in bulk
of Iranian gas via Russia to Europe. That would surely be a game changer but it is too soon to assess the validity and viability
of such an option. (September 7, 2015)
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